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ABSTRACT

By using long pulses with extended dwell time, radar sensitivity is enhanced such that more clear-air returns

are usable. This enhanced capability can increase clear-air data coverage and provide additional information

for radar wind analysis and data assimilation. To explore this potential capability and related benefits, a new

scan mode with long pulses and low antenna rotation rate is derived from the existing clear-air scanmode and

applied to the named KOUN S-band test bed radar at NSSL. Velocities collected using this newly modified

scan mode are significantly enhanced in data coverage compared to those collected with the unmodified scan

mode from the nearby test bed radar (named KCRI). However, transmitter duty cycle limits the pulse rep-

etition frequency (PRF) to 455Hz for the long pulses, which reduces the Nyquist velocity to 12.53m s21 for

the new scanmode. Such a small Nyquist interval leads to significantly worse problems with aliased velocities.

A recently developed dealiasing algorithm is modified by using external reference velocities from KCRI to

overcome increased difficulties in dealiasing, making the velocities from KOUN useful over increased range

and area. This implies that similar increases in velocity data coverage can be achieved without using external

reference velocities if the newly modified scan is paired with an unmodified scan into dual-PRF scans. This

dual-PRF approach is proposed for future development.

1. Introduction

Since the network of Weather Surveillance Radar-

1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) systems [known as Next

GenerationWeather Radar (NEXRAD)] was deployed

and installed to modernize the U.S. weather radar sys-

tems, the NEXRAD has played an important role in

improving short-range forecasts and warnings for severe

thunderstorms, tornadoes, and flash floods (Crum et al.

1998; Whiton et al. 1998). In particular, the increased

receiver sensitivity and real-time display provided by

the WSR-88D systems and automated algorithms sub-

sequently developed have enabled National Weather

Service (NWS) forecasters to detect severe storms and

related threatening wind conditions and to provide

warnings with improved accuracy and lead time (Stumpf

et al. 1998; Simmons and Sutter 2005; Lakshmanan et al.

2007; Brotzge and Donner 2013). The precipitation

products provided by the systems have been used for

hydrologic and natural resource applications, especially

in high-intensity events that greatly affect soil erosion

and flooding (Hardegree et al. 2008). These accom-

plished the major milestones originally projected for the

NEXRAD program (Crum and Alberty 1993). In ad-

dition, beyond the originally projected major mile-

stones for the NEXRAD program, high-resolution

reflectivity and velocity observations have been in-

gested into the operational data assimilation systems

at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction

(NCEP) to improve operational numerical weather

predictions (Liu et al. 2016).

However, as the utilization of NEXRAD data by

the three operating agencies (i.e., the NWS, Depart-

ment of Defense, and Federal Aviation Administra-

tion) is primarily for the detection and modeling of

extreme weather events, NEXRAD data collected

under clear-air weather conditions have not found

much usage due to shallow and limited radial-rangeCorresponding author: Dr. Qin Xu, qin.xu@noaa.gov
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coverage (#50 km) in clear air and the relatively large

spacing between radars (’300 km). Except for de-

tecting sea-breeze fronts and outflow boundaries,

most of the clear-air return is not used by forecasters

(Crum et al. 1998). Yet, reflectivity from clear-air

Bragg scatter (caused by temperature and moisture

irregularities having scales of half the radar wave-

length) have been used to detect changes in surface

fluxes of sensible and latent heats (Rabin and Doviak

1989) and to estimate the height of the convective

boundary layer (Heinselman et al. 2009; Elmore et al.

2012; Melnikov et al. 2011, 2013; Richardson et al.

2017). Convective boundary layer heights may be used

as ‘‘proxy observations’’ in data assimilation, but the

original clear-air reflectivities are often not purely

meteorological (mainly due to the presence of insects,

as well as bats and birds) and are difficult to assimilate

directly. On the other hand, clear-air Doppler velocity

observations are mostly meteorological as they are

not or not much affected by the presence of insects,

while contaminated velocity observations caused by

the presence of bats and birds, especially migrating

birds, can be largely detected and removed through

data quality control (Zhang et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005;

Jiang et al. 2013). After adequate data quality control,

the clear-air velocity observations can be directly as-

similated to improve numerical weather predictions

especially if their spatial coverage can be enhanced.

Motivated by this, the current study aims to examine

weather and how the existing scan modes used for

clear-air by the WSR-88Ds can be modified to en-

hance the detectability and thus increase the coverage

of velocity observations.

To explore this and related benefits, a new scanmode

with long pulses and a slow scan rate is designed by

modifying the existing scan mode for the research and

development (R&D) S-band radar (named KOUN) at

NSSL. This new scan mode is detailed in the next sec-

tion with brief descriptions of problems in velocity

dealiasing and required modifications to the previously

developed dealiasing techniques (Xu and Nai 2012; Xu

et al. 2013). Raw velocities collected fromKOUNusing

the new scan mode and dealiased velocities produced

successfully by using a stand-alone version of dealiasing

(modified from the previously developed dealiasing)

are presented in section 3 in comparison with those

from the nearby test bed radar (named KCRI) using

the unmodified scan mode. Raw velocities collected

from KOUN using the new scan mode are often very

difficult to dealias even by using the aforemen-

tioned stand-alone dealiasing, but when combined with

KCRI add what amounts to a dual-PRF approach

and mitigate difficulties in KOUN dealiasing. This

approach is presented in section 4, with conclusions in

section 5.

2. New scan mode and velocity dealiasing

The WSR-88Ds are capable of transmitting long

(4.5ms) and short (1.5ms) pulses. Due to transmitter

duty cycle limitations, the maximum PRFs at the long

and short pulses are 455 and 1280Hz, respectively. The

long pulsemode results inmore sensitivity than the short

pulse mode, but at the cost of a smaller Nyquist velocity,

denoted by VN. In clear-air situations, the WSR-88Ds

operate in two volume coverage patterns (VCPs):

VCP31 uses long pulses while VCP32 uses short pulses

with a high pulse count to improve detectability. To

cover the maximum specified range of 460km (trun-

cated from 471km) in the contiguous surveillance scan

of VCP31, the KOUN radar operates at a PRF of

318Hz, while the contiguous Doppler scan of VCP31 is

operated at a PRF of 435Hz with a Nyquist velocity of

VN 5 12m s21. To maximize the Nyquist velocity in the

long pulse mode, a new experimental VCP with a PRF

of 455Hz is designed for KOUN. The Nyquist velocity

at this VCP is improved to 12.53m s21, which is used

with our dealiasing algorithm, described below. Because

of a reduced azimuthal scan rate, the new VCP has a

longer dwell time thanVCP31 andVCP32. In particular,

the new VCP has three contiguous Doppler (CD) ve-

locity scans at 0.58, 1.58, and 2.58 in each volume scan and

completes the entire volume scan in 10.5min, while the

VCP31 or VCP32 has five paired contiguous surveil-

lance (CS) reflectivity and CD velocity scans at 0.58, 1.58,
2.58, 3.58, and 4.58 in each volume scan and completes the

entire volume scan in 9min 50 s. The volume update

time (10.5min) of the new VCP is slightly longer than

that (9min 50 s) of VCP31 and VCP32 but still suffi-

ciently rapid to resolve the temporal variations of wind

fields on the mesoscale, especially in clear-air situations.

For the new VCP, the choice of three elevations at 0.58,
1.58, and 2.58 in each volume scan is due partially to the

constrained update time (about 10min) and partially to

the fact that radar velocity observations at elevations

higher than 58 are less useful and thus not used in op-

erational radar data assimilation at NCEP (according to

S. Liu 2019, personal communication).

Detailed specifications of VCP31 and VCP32 versus

the new VCP at the same three lowest elevations (0.58,
1.58, and 2.58) are listed in Table 1. As shown by the last

column of Table 1, for the new VCP at each elevation,

the unambiguous range, Rum, is reduced slightly from

that of the VCP31 CD scan but is much larger than that

of the VCP32 CD scan. Since Rum . 300 km for the new

VCP, range folding is unlikely in clear air, but might
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occur at the lowest elevation (0.58) if the newVCP is also

used (beyond its intended clear-air applications) to im-

prove detectability of weak echoes in winter pre-

cipitation or some mixed precipitation events, and this

could be a potential limitation of the new VCP. How-

ever, since no range folding is seen from the KOUN

velocity data collected in this study using the new VCP

even under rainy weather conditions, we will leave the

concerned potential limitation and possible remedy for

future studies.

Using this new VCP scan mode, Doppler velocities

were collected from KOUN for the time period from 16

to 20 April in 2016. During this period, the atmospheric

condition changed from clear-air to cloudy and rainy,

and followed by scattered precipitation and intermittent

clear-air conditions, as each convective rainband initi-

ated along the east side of a prefrontal dryline and

propagated westward traversing the KOUN radar site.

However, since the PRF was limited to 455Hz leading

to a Nyquist velocity of VN 5 12.53ms21, the collected

(level II) raw velocities were severely aliased (as shown

in Figs. 1a–c) and created enormous difficulties in

dealiasing.

Note that the aforementioned VCP31 and VCP32 for

clear-air situations are also often used for winter pre-

cipitation events. The long-pulse VCP31 (with VN re-

duced below 12ms21) is susceptible to velocity dealiasing

errors, and raw velocities scanned with VCP31 from se-

vere winter ice storms can be severely aliased (often with

the aliased velocities folded twice in high-wind areas

above the inversion layers). The two-dimensional veloc-

ity dealiasing algorithm (2DVDA) of Jing and Wiener

(1993) is the default velocity dealiasing scheme op-

erationally used on the WSR-88D. This 2DVDA was

optimized and tested for broad operational applications

(Witt et al. 2009). As the algorithm must have consid-

erable tolerance for bad or poor-quality data to retain as

much as possible the original data coverage (to satisfy

the primary need for visual applications at the weather

forecast offices), the processed velocity data are not free

of serious aliasing errors especially for velocities scanned

with VCP31 [see Tables 1–3 of Witt et al. (2009)], and

thus cannot satisfy the high-quality standard required

by operational data assimilation at NCEP.

Tomeet the need of radar data assimilation, persistent

efforts have been made at NSSL to develop robust

dealiasing techniques (Gong et al. 2003; Gao et al. 2004;

Xu et al. 2011; Xu and Nai 2012; Xu et al. 2013). In

particular, an alias-robust variational analysis (AR-Var)

was developed (Xu and Nai 2013) by using the uncon-

ventional approach (Xu et al. 2009) with the aliasing

operator derived in terms of Bayesian estimation

(Xu 2009) to mimic the effect of aliasing that causes

discontinuities in radial velocity observations in the cost

function. This AR-Var can be applied directly to aliased

raw velocities to produce reliable reference radial ve-

locities for the reference check in the AR-Var-based

dealiasing free of aliasing errors even for velocities

scanned with VCP31 [as shown in Table 2 of Xu and Nai

(2012)]. The AR-Var-based dealiasing was extended

adaptively for various different VCPs and further im-

proved by using the hourly predicted wind fields from

the NCEP operational Rapid Refresh model as the first

guess for the reference check via a model-assisted ap-

proach [see section 3 of Xu et al. (2013)]. This model-

assisted approach is implemented in the latest version of

AR-Var-based dealiasing, and it can substantially in-

crease the seed data coverage produced by the reference

TABLE 1. Specifications of VCP31 andVCP32 vs newVCP at the same three lowest elevations (0.58, 1.58, and 2.58). Here, CS andCD stand

for contiguous surveillance and contiguous Doppler, respectively, and Rum denotes the unambiguous range.

Sweep

No.

Elevation

(8)
VCP

No.

Pulse

length

PRF

(Hz)

No. of

samples

Azimuthal rate

(8 s21)

Dwell time

(s)

VN

(m s21) Type

Rum

(km)

1 0.5 31 Long 318 63 5.04 71 — CS 471

32 Short 318 63 5.04 71 — CS 471

2 0.5 31 Long 435 87 5.07 72 12.0 CD 344

32 Short 1021 224 4.57 79 28.2 CD 146

New Long 455 265 1.72 210 12.5 CD 329

3 1.5 31 Long 318 63 5.04 71 — CS 471

32 Short 318 63 5.04 71 — CS 471

4 1.5 31 Long 435 87 5.07 72 12.0 CD 344

32 Short 1021 224 4.57 79 28.2 CD 146

New Long 455 265 1.72 210 12.5 CD 329

5 2.5 31 Long 318 63 5.04 71 — CS 471

32 Short 435 87 5.07 72 — CS 344

6 2.5 31 Long 435 87 5.07 72 12.0 CD 344

32 Short 1021 224 4.57 79 28.2 CD 146

New Long 455 265 1.72 210 12.5 CD 329
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FIG. 1. (a)–(c) Images of raw (level-II) velocities on the three sweeps scanned at 2.58, 1.58, and 0.58 from
KOUN using the newly modified scan mode (with the Nyquist velocity reduced to 12.53m s21) under a clear-

air weather condition around 0000 UTC 16 Apr 2016. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but scanned from KCRI using the

existing unmodified scan mode (with a Nyquist velocity of 25m s21). The white ‘‘A’’s in (a)–(c) mark the

aliased-velocity areas.
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check in the first step and thus increase the final dealiased

data coverage [see Table 1 of Xu et al. (2013)]. However,

limited by the accuracies of current numerical model

predictions, such a model-assisted approach is not yet

suitable or adequate to overcome the aforementioned

difficulties in dealiasing severely aliased raw velocities

collected from KOUN with the new VCP scan mode, so

the above reviewed dealiasing technique must be mod-

ified adaptively to overcome the successively increased

difficulties in dealiasing.

First, the dealiasing technique is modified back into

a stand-alone version without using reference velocities

from numerical model predictions for the reference

check performed in the first step [see section 3 of Xu

et al. (2013)], because the accuracy required for each

reference velocity [that must be within 61.2VN of the

true radial velocity, as explained in section 2 of Xu and

Nai (2012)] becomes more stringent (due to the reduced

VN) than the current numerical model predictions can

achieve. In this stand-alone version, reference velocities

are produced by applying the AR-Var to raw velocities

scanned from KOUN using the new scan mode. In this

case, the reference check in the first step is similar to that

developed previously by Xu and Nai (2012) for winter

ice storms scanned by VCP31 where the Nyquist ve-

locity is reduced to 12m s21 or less. However, the

continuity check in the second step of dealiasing is no

longer limited by the radial range covered by the seed

data produced by the reference check in the first step

[see section 2 of Xu and Nai (2012)]. This stand-alone

AR-Var-based dealiasing, called SA-VDA for short,

can be applied to raw velocities from KOUN using the

new scan mode (with VN reduced to 12.53m s21) to

produce dealiased velocities with increased coverage

for various time periods under various weather condi-

tions, but not for all conditions over the entire period

(from 16 to 20 April).

Often, raw velocities from KOUN using the new scan

mode are too noisy near the radar and/or too severely

aliased for the AR-Var analysis to produce reference

velocities for the reference check. Intractable raw ve-

locities are thus all discarded by the SA-VDA. The raw

velocities from KCRI are also noisy but not as degraded

as those from KOUN, and so can still be processed by

the SA-VDA. Dealiased velocities from KCRI can be

used as proxy references for the reference check applied

to the raw velocities scanned from KOUN at about the

same time and same elevation angle as those scanned

fromKCRI. This is the first type ofmodificationmade to

the above SA-VDA and it amounts to a simulated dual-

PRF approach. As will be shown in section 4a, this

modification is effective as long as the SA-VDA can

dealias raw velocities from KCRI.

On some occasions, the raw velocities collected from

KCRI became too noisy near the radar and/or too

sparse to be used by the AR-Var analysis and thus

discarded by the SA-VDA, but these raw velocities

were free or almost free of aliasing and thus can be used

directly as proxy references for the reference check

applied to the raw velocities from KOUN. This is the

second type of modification made to the SA-VDA. As

will be shown in section 4b, this modification is effec-

tive as long as the aliased velocities from KCRI are

rare. Again, as proxy references, the alias-free raw

velocities from KCRI are used in this paper to mimic

alias-free raw velocities obtainable internally from

KOUN, via a dual-PRF approach. We will revisit the

above two types of dual-PRF approach in the conclu-

sions section.

3. Results obtained using SA-VDA

a. Results obtained under clear-air weather condition

Raw velocities scanned from KOUN using the new

scan mode in clear-air around 0000 UTC 16 April 2016

are shown by the images in Figs. 1a–c (for three sweeps

at 2.58, 1.58, and 0.58). In comparison, raw velocities

scanned from the nearby KCRI radar (314m northeast

from KOUN radar site) around the same time are

shown by the images in Figs. 1d–f (also for three sweeps

at 2.58, 1.58, and 0.58). Clearly, the new scan mode can

increase the data coverage in radial ranges at least 25%

and up to 100% in this case. In particular, the range of

coverage to the west and northwest of the radar was

increased from 75 to 130 km at 0.58, from 50 to 75 km at

1.58, and from 30 to 60 km at 2.58. In Figs. 1a–c, the

white ‘‘A’’s mark the aliased-velocity areas. In partic-

ular, the contiguous discontinuities in color for the

KOUN raw velocity images in Figs. 1a–c (as opposed to

the smoothly changing colors for the KCRI raw ve-

locity images in Figs. 1d–f) reveal that the raw veloci-

ties from KOUN are aliased.

These aliased velocities are mostly detected and

corrected by the SA-VDA, so the dealiased data have

almost the same coverage as the original raw data (see

Figs. 2a–c in comparison with Figs. 1a–c). However,

because the operational WSR-88D ground clutter filter

has not been fine-tuned for the new long-pulse VCP

(with a long dwell time) but was used when the level-I

KOUN data (i.e., the recorded output of the radar

digital receiver, also know as time series of in-phase

and quadrature data) were converted to level-II data

(i.e., digital radial base data output from a radar signal

processor that include reflectivity, radial velocity and

spectrum), the level-II velocity data from KOUN
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FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Images of dealiased velocities produced by the SA-VDA (described in section 2) from the

KOUN scanned raw velocities in Figs. 1a–c. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but produced from the KCRI scanned raw

velocities in Figs. 1d–f. The black hole around the radar site in each panel shows the radial range within which

the raw velocities are removed before dealiasing (for the reason explained in section 3a).
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became very noisy near the radar, especially inside

of 30 km on 0.58, 15 km on 1.58, and 5 km on 2.58. These
data are removed prior dealiasing, and shown by the

black holes on the three sweeps around the radar site in

Figs. 2a–c. On the other hand, the raw level-II velocity

data from KCRI were not subject to this problem, so

only data inside of 5 km are blocked and thus lost as

shown by the small black holes around the radar site in

Figs. 2d–f.

Using the velocity–azimuth display (VAD) technique

(Lhermitte andAtlas 1961; Browning andWexler 1968),

vertical profiles of horizontal wind (u, y) are computed

(as by-products of dealiasing) by using the dealiased

velocities within 80-km radial range on the three sweeps

from KOUN (Figs. 2a–c) versus those from KCRI

(Figs. 2d–f). The computed VAD wind profiles are

plotted in Fig. 3 and compared to rawinsonde winds

observed at 0000 UTC 16 April 2016 from the oper-

ational rawinsonde site (WMO Station Identifier

number 72357, about 7 km from KOUN radar site and

named OUN in this paper) in Norman, Oklahoma.

The vertical profiles of VAD wind component u (or y)

from the two radars are very similar (Fig. 3), and both

reasonably close to the vertical profile of rawinsonde

wind component u (or y), but the VAD winds from

KOUN go up to 1.6 km, those from KCRI go up to

only1.3 km.

b. Results obtained under rainy weather condition

Raw velocities scanned from KOUN using the new

scan mode under a rainy weather condition around

0000 UTC 18 April 2016 are shown in Figs. 4a–c (at 2.58,
1.58, and 0.58) in comparison with those in Figs. 4d–f

scanned from KCRI (at 2.58, 1.38, and 0.58) around the

same time. Using the new scan mode, the maximum

range increases about 50%. Velocity aliasing becomes a

problem near each white ‘‘A’’ that marks an aliased-

velocity area in Figs. 4a–c, where aliasing appears in

patches due to presumed turbulentwinds.Velocities from

KCRI are also aliased for the same reasons in a small area

also marked by a white ‘‘A’’ on each sweep (Figs. 4d–f).

Using the SA-VDA, the aliased velocities from

KOUN are mostly corrected in contiguous areas

around the radar (Figs. 5a–c). Velocities in isolated

FIG. 3. Vertical profiles of VAD wind components (left) u and (right) y computed, as by-products of dealiasing,

by using the dealiased velocities within 80-km radial range on the three sweeps in Figs. 2a–c from KOUN (in red)

and on the three sweeps in Figs. 2d–f from KCRI (in green) against the vertical profiles of rawinsonde winds

(in blue) observed at 0000 UTC 16 Apr 2016 from the operational rawinsonde site (named OUN, about 7 km from

KOUN radar site) in Norman, OK.
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FIG. 4. (a)–(c) As in Figs. 1a–c, but scanned under a rainy weather condition around 0000 UTC 18Apr 2016.

(d)–(f) As in Figs. 1d–f, but scanned at 2.58, 1.38, and 0.58 under the same rainy weather condition around the

same time as in (a)–(c).
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but produced from the raw velocities in Fig. 4.
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areas (associated with precipitation) east of the ra-

dar are all discarded by the SA-VDA, because the

continuity check (in the second step of dealiasing)

cannot pass the large gaps [by 40 gates and 5 beams

or more, as stated in the last paragraph of section 2

of Xu et al. (2013)] between the main and isolated

data areas. This is a limitation of the SA-VDA,

and is also seen in Figs. 5d–f for the velocities

from KCRI.

Figure 6 shows the VAD winds computed with deal-

iased velocities within 80km from KOUN (Figs. 5a–c)

versus those fromKCRI (Figs. 5d–f). Rawinsonde winds

observed at 0000 UTC 18April 2016 fromOUN are also

plotted in Fig. 6. The VAD winds from the two radars

are very close to each other and both close to the

rawinsonde winds, but KOUN winds are retrieved

through a greater depth (3.3 km) than winds from KCRI

(2.1 km).

c. Results obtained under conditions of clear-air and
scattered precipitation

Raw velocities from KOUN using the new scan

mode under conditions of clear-air and scattered

precipitation around 0000 UTC 20 April 2016 are

shown in Figs. 7a–c (at 2.58, 1.58, and 0.58) versus

those from KCRI (Figs. 7d–f). The new scan mode

nearly doubled the range of clear-air data coverage

around the radar. As before, aliasing around KOUN

is marked by the white ‘‘A’’s. Beyond 50 km west and

southwest of the radar, aliasing is seen in many ir-

regular patches in areas of scattered precipitation

(Figs. 7a–c).

Using the SA-VDA, aliasing appearing in KOUN

are corrected not only in the clear-air area near and

around the radar but also in areas of precipitation that

are contiguous with the clear-air area (Figs. 8a–c).

As before, velocities in isolated data ‘‘islands’’ are

all discarded (Fig. 8). Note that in the KCRI data at 1.38
and 2.58, the scattered, noncontiguous areas are largely
discarded (Figs. 8e,f compared with Figs. 7e,f).

Figure 9 shows VAD winds for KOUN (Figs. 8a–c)

versus KCRI (Figs. 8d–f) all compared to the nearby,

contemporaneous rawinsonde winds. As before, both

VAD profiles are very similar, but KOUN is twice as

deep as KCRI (1.6 km vs 0.8 km). Similar results and

comparisons are obtained (not shown) for velocities

from the two radars under similar conditions on

17 April 2016.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but computed by using the dealiased velocities in Fig. 5 against the vertical profiles of rawin-

sonde winds observed at 0000 UTC 18 Apr 2016 from OUN.
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, but scanned under conditions of clear-air and scattered precipitation around 0000 UTC

20 Apr 2016.
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 2, but produced from the raw velocities in Fig. 7.
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4. Results obtained with supplemental high-PRF
velocity data

a. Results obtained with supplemental dealiased
high-PRF velocity data

In the previous section, the SA-VDA is applied

successfully to KOUN using the new scan mode for

similar cases under different weather conditions.

However, in many cases KOUN velocities are too

noisy near the radar for the AR-Var to produce

reference velocities for the reference check in the

first step of dealiasing [see section 3 of Xu et al.

(2013)]. Thus, the raw velocities are all discarded by

the SA-VDA. The KCRI velocities are noisy but not

as much as KOUN, so the SA-VDA can still produce

good reference velocities and successfully perform

dealiasing. For these cases, a modification is made to

the SA-VDA that uses dealiased velocities from

KCRI as proxy references for the reference check

applied to the raw velocities from KOUN. This is an

effective strategy, although the proxy reference ve-

locity data contain data-void holes (as shown in

Figs. 11d–f) and thus have different spatial charac-

teristics than the continuous reference velocity

fields generated from the original-VCP31 long-pulse

raw velocity observations [see Fig. 2b of Xu and Nai

(2012)].

Figures 10a–c show the raw velocities scanned

from KOUN (at 2.58, 1.58, and 0.58) using the new

scan mode in clear-air conditions around 12 UTC

16 April 2016 compared to KCRI (Figs. 10d–f). The

new scan increases the range of data coverage more

than 200%, but KOUN velocity data become very

noisy, much worse than those from KCRI. In par-

ticular, as shown in Fig. 10c, the raw velocities from

KOUN are not only very noisy but also aliased twice

around 100 km south of the radar, where the raw

velocities from KCRI display only scattered aliasing

(Fig. 10f). In this case, the SA-VDA can produce

reasonable results from KCRI (Figs. 10d–f) but not

from KOUN (Figs. 10a–c). However, when using the

dealiased velocities from KCRI (shown in Figs. 11d–f)

as proxy references, the KOUN velocities are properly

dealiased. Figures 11a–f illustrate the improvements

obtained on data from KOUN versus similar data

from KCRI.

Figure 12 shows VAD profiles from both KOUN and

KCRI compared to rawinsonde winds for 0000 UTC

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6, but computed by using the dealiased velocities in Fig. 8 against the vertical profiles of rawin-

sonde winds observed at 0000 UTC 20 Apr 2016.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but scanned under a clear-air weather condition around 1200 UTC 16 Apr 2016.
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8, but produced by the first-type modified dealiasing (described in section 2) from the raw

velocities in Fig. 10.
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20 April 2016. As before, KOUN data extend up further

than KCRI data (2.5 km vs 0.6 km).

b. Results obtained with supplemental undealiased
raw high-PRF velocity data

Occasionally, velocities from KCRI become too

noisy near the radar and/or too sparse to be processed

by the SA-VDA. Yet, these raw velocities were es-

sentially free of aliasing and so may be used directly

(except for noisy data near the radar) as proxy refer-

ences for the reference check applied to the raw ve-

locities from KOUN.

Figures 13a–c show the raw velocities scanned from

KOUN (at 2.58, 1.58, and 0.58) using the new scan mode

under conditions of clear-air and scattered precipitation

around 1200 UTC 18 April 2016. Figures 13d–f show the

raw velocities from KCRI (at 2.58, 1.38, and 0.58) around
the same time. The new scan increases the data coverage

significantly in such conditions. Figures 13d–f show that

aliasing was not a problem for KCRI. Note that the

precipitation VCP12 was used here by KCRI, but any

precipitation VCPs with sufficiently high PRFs could

also be used in this case. Thus, KCRI data can be used

directly as proxy references for the reference check

applied to KOUN raw velocities via the second-type

modification. Note that the level-II raw velocity data

fromKOUNbecame very noisy near the radar and these

near-radar data are removed before dealiasing (for the

reason explained in section 3a), so the near-radar noisy

raw velocity data from KCRI are not used and thus also

removed (as shown by the enlarged black holes around

the KCRI radar site in Figs. 14e and 14f vs those in

Figs. 13e and 13f). Figures 14a–c show that velocity

data from KOUN are well dealiased in both clear air

and areas of precipitation using the second-type mod-

ified dealiasing. Results are particularly clearly shown

in Fig. 14a, where KOUN velocities at 2.58 elevation
are successfully dealiased when using data from KCRI

as proxy references.

Similar to prior figures, Fig. 15 showsVADprofiles from

both radars compared with contemporaneous, nearby ra-

winsonde data. For 1200 UTC 18April 2016 as before, the

VAD winds from KOUN extend over a deeper layer (up

to 0.7km) than those from KCRI (up to 0.35km).

Similar results and comparisons are obtained (not

shown) for velocities from both radars under similar con-

ditions around 0000UTC19April 2016. TheVADprofiles

are deeper for KOUN than for KCRI, but compare well

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 9, but computed by using the dealiased velocities in Fig. 11 against the vertical profiles of

rawinsonde winds observed at 1200 UTC 16 Apr 2016.
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 10, but scanned under conditions of clear-air and scattered precipitation around 1200UTC

18 Apr 2016.
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FIG. 14. (a)–(c) As in Figs. 11a–c, but produced by the second-type modified dealiasing (described in

section 2) from the raw velocities in Figs. 13a–c. (d)–(f) As in Figs. 13d–f, but used as references with the raw

velocities removed within the same radial ranges as those used to remove KOUN raw velocities before

dealiasing (as shown by the enlarged black holes around the KCRI radar site in comparison with those in

Figs. 13e–f).
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where available from both radars, and the KOUNVAD

profile compared well with the rawinsonde wind profile.

5. Conclusions

The VCP31 (or VCP32) scan mode currently used for

clear-air by the KOUN WSR-88D test bed radar at

NSSL ismodified by slowing the antenna rotation rate to

increase the dwell time (or by using long pulses and

slowing the antenna rotation rate), which in turn in-

creases radar sensitivity. This enhanced sensitivity in-

creases spatial coverage of velocity. With adequate data

quality control, these data are useful in data assimilation

that should improve numerical weather predictions.

Using the newly modified scan mode, Doppler ve-

locities from KOUN over a limited period (16–20 April

2016) are shown to have significantly enhanced data

coverage compared to the standard VCP32 from KCRI

(the operational test bed radar located only 315m from

KOUN). However, since the Nyquist velocity is reduced

to 12.53ms21 due to the low PRF used in the new scan,

raw velocities scanned fromKOUNare seriously aliased

and cause enormous difficulties in dealiasing.

To mitigate Doppler velocity aliasing problems caused

by the reduced Nyquist velocity, the recently developed

dealiasing technique (Xu et al. 2013) for operational

WSR-88Ds is modified back into a stand-alone version,

called SA-VDA, in which the reference velocities are

produced by applying the alias-robust variational anal-

ysis (AR-Var; Xu and Nai 2013) to KOUN raw veloci-

ties (see section 2). This SA-VDA is applied successfully

to raw velocities collected from KOUN for various time

periods under different weather conditions (see section

3) but not for all conditions over the entire test period

(from 16 to 20 April).

While effective, the SA-VDA fails when raw veloci-

ties from KOUN become very noisy. In these condi-

tions, raw velocities from KCRI can still be used to

produce dealiased velocities. These dealiased velocities

are then used as proxy references for the reference

check applied to the raw velocities from KOUN. This

modification is effective as long as the SA-VDA can

dealias raw velocities from KCRI (see section 4a). This

modification mimics a dual-PRF approach similar to the

multi-PRF approach developed by Conway et al. (1997)

and Zittel et al. (2008) but with two important differ-

ences. First, it uses two (instead of three) different PRFs.

In particular, it uses a high PRF (with short pulses) first

to scan the entire sweep at a fixed elevation angle and

then uses a low PRF (with long pulses which reduce the

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 12, but computed by using the dealiased velocities in Fig. 14 against the vertical profiles of

rawinsonde winds observed at 1200 UTC 18 Apr 2016.
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Nyquist interval) to scan the entire sweep again at the

same fixed elevation angle. Second, the two scans are

not dealiased simultaneously. Instead, the first scan is

dealiased first by using the SA-VDA, then using the

dealiased velocities from the first scan as references for

the second scan. In this case, the algorithm becomes

stand-alone again because reference velocities are ob-

tained internally from KOUN (rather than externally

from KCRI).

Doppler velocities from KCRI are occasionally too

noisy and/or too sparse for the SA-VDA to be suc-

cessful. Yet, these Doppler velocities were generally

free of aliasing problems and thus can be used directly

as proxy references for the reference check applied to

KOUN raw velocities. This modification is very effec-

tive in producing dealiased velocities (see section 4b).

This second type of modification mimics another type

of dual-PRF dealiasing that is similar to the first type

described above but requires a large enough Nyquist

interval to alleviate most aliasing issues in the first scan.

To test and implement the above two types of dual-

PRF dealiasing (mimicked by the two-types of modifi-

cations experimented in this paper), new dual-PRF

scans are being designed to collect clear-air Doppler

velocity data from KOUN. The algorithm procedures

for dealiasing the collected raw velocity data on each tilt

are sketched by the flowchart in Fig. 16. The dealiased

data will be used to explore the full potential of the new

scan mode (designed in this paper and further in-

corporated into dual-PRF scans).
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